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PROPOSAL: WAYFARING PROJECT – NAME CHANGES  

 

Background 

We previously presented the wayfaring project plan at the June 29th Board of Trustees meeting 

held in Heritage Hall. There have been many opportunities for public comment and input.  We 

hosted three public forums to allow for public input.  The design and commentary was also 

made available online so that people could review it at their convenience and send us 

comments. Furthermore, the project was steered by a committee consisting of a broad 

spectrum of campus interests.   The wayfaring project is a significant effort that promotes the 

WMU’s strategic plan goal of being good stewards of place. 

Throughout our public discussions, we have noted that there would be a need to rename 

streets and campuses in order to effectuate the wayfaring project.  As you know, the Board 

reserves the right to naming.  Therefore, today we are presenting for your approval, changes in 

names for streets and campuses. Changing the naming is necessary in order to meet our goal to 

provide an intuitive and comfortable wayfaring experience. 

Although all name changes are important and can create sensitivity, we do want to highlight 

one specific change.  In 1975, the acting Board of Trustees approved the following street 

names: Recreation Drive, Crane Lane, Worner Drive, Hussey Drive, and Roell Road.  These name 

designations were made in recognition of several women faculty members housed in the 

former Women’s Physical Education Department.  Several of these women also coached some 

of the early women’s teams.  This was the first naming recognition for these women.  

Therefore, we are also proposing a new name for the intramural fields so that this recognition 

of early achievements continues to be recognized. 

Upon your approval of the name changes, we will begin the project itself.  We will issue the 

construction documents and enter the bidding phase.  We will also initiate the many and 

complex administrative tasks that are required with multiple agencies to perform name 

changes. Construction and/or placement of all the signs will occur from May 1, 2017 through 

August 11, 2017. 

 

Recommended Motion 

It is recommended that the Board approve the Wayfaring Project – Name Changes, as provided 

in the attached document. 


